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ON THE ROLE OF DATA IN PAC-BAYES BOUNDS
GINTARE KAROLINA DZIUGAITE1, KYLE HSU2,3, WASEEM GHARBIEH1, AND DANIEL M. ROY2,3
ABSTRACT. The dominant term in PAC-Bayes bounds is often the Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence between the posterior and prior. For so-called linear PAC-Bayes risk bounds based
on the empirical risk of a fixed posterior kernel, it is possible to minimize the expected
value of the bound by choosing the prior to be the expected posterior, which we call the
oracle prior on the account that it is distribution dependent. In this work, we show that
the bound based on the oracle prior can be suboptimal: In some cases, a stronger bound
is obtained by using a data-dependent oracle prior, i.e., a conditional expectation of the
posterior, given a subset of the training data that is then excluded from the empirical risk
term. While using data to learn a prior is a known heuristic, its essential role in optimal
bounds is new. In fact, we show that using data can mean the difference between vacuous
and nonvacuous bounds. We apply this new principle in the setting of nonconvex learning,
simulating data-dependent oracle priors on MNIST and Fashion MNIST with and without
held-out data, and demonstrating new nonvacuous bounds in both cases.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we are interested in the application of PAC-Bayes bounds [16, 26] to the
problem of understanding the generalization properties of learning algorithms. Our focus
will be on supervised learning from i.i.d. data, although PAC-Bayes theory has been gen-
eralized far beyond this setting. (Guedj [5] provides a survey.) In our setting, PAC-Bayes
bounds control the risk of Gibbs classifiers, i.e., randomized classifiers whose predictions,
on each input, are determined by a classifier h sampled according to some distribution Q on
the hypothesis space H . The hallmark of a PAC-Bayes bound is a normalized Kullback–
Leibler (KL) divergence, m−1KL(Q||P), defined in terms of a Gibbs classifier P that is
called a “prior” because it must be independent of the m data points used to estimate the
empirical risk of Q.
In applications of PAC-Bayes bounds to generalization error, the contribution of the KL
divergence often dominates the bound: In order to have a small KL with a strongly data-
dependent posterior, the prior must, in essence, predict the posterior. This is difficult with-
out knowledge of (or access to) the data distribution, and represents a significant statistical
barrier to achieving tight bounds. Instead, many PAC-Bayesian analyses rely on generic
priors chosen for analytical convenience.
Generic priors, however, are not inherent to the PAC-Bayes framework: every valid prior
yields a valid bound. Therefore, if one does not optimize the prior to the data distribu-
tion, one may obtain a bound that is loose on the account of ignoring important, favorable
properties of the data distribution.
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2 ON THE ROLE OF DATA IN PAC-BAYES BOUNDS
Langford and Blum [9] were the first to consider the problem of optimizing the prior to
minimize the expected value of the high-probability PAC-Bayes bound. In the realizable
case, they show that the problem reduces to optimizing the expected value of the KL term.
More precisely, they consider a fixed learning rule S 7→ Q(S), i.e., a fixed posterior kernel,
which chooses a posterior, Q(S), based on a training sample, S. In the realizable case, the
bound depends linearly on the KL term. Then E[KL(Q(S)||P)] is minimized by the ex-
pected posterior, P∗ = E[Q(S)], i.e., P∗(B) = E[Q(S)(B)] for measurable B⊆H . Both ex-
pectations are taken over the unknown distribution of the training sample, S. We call P∗ the
oracle prior. If we introduce anH -valued random variable H satisfying P[H|S] =Q(S) a.s.,
we see that its distribution, P[H], is P∗ and thus, the “optimality” of the oracle P∗ is an im-
mediate consequence of the identity I(S;H) =E[KL(Q(S)||P∗)] = infP′ E[KL(Q(S)||P′)], a
well-known variational characterization of mutual information in terms of KL divergence.
For so-called linear PAC-Bayes bounds (introduced below), the oracle prior is seen to
minimize the bound in expectation, even in the unrealizable setting. In light of this, having
settled on a learning rule S 7→Q(S), we might seek to achieve the tightest linear PAC-Bayes
bound in expectation by attempting to approximate the oracle prior, P∗. Indeed, there is a
large literature aimed at obtaining localized PAC-Bayes bounds via distribution-dependent
priors, whether analytically [2, 12], through data [1, 18], or by way of concentration of
measure, privacy, or stability [4, 20, 21, 23].
One of the contributions of this paper is the demonstration that an oracle prior may
not yield the tightest linear PAC-Bayes risk bound in expectation. Proposition 3.1 gives
conditions on a learning rule for there to exist data-dependent priors that improves the
bound based upon the oracle prior. This phenomenon is a hitherto unstated principle of
PAC-Bayesian analysis: data-dependent priors are sometimes necessary for tight bounds.
Note that, as the prior must be independent of data used to compute the bound a posteriori,
if m training data are used to define the prior, only the remaining n−m data should be used
to compute the bound (i.e., compute the empirical risk term and divide the KL term). Note
that all n training data are used by the learning algorithm. We formalize these subtleties in
the body of the paper.
We give an example of a learning problem where Proposition 3.1 implies data-dependent
priors dominate. The example is adapted from a simple model of SGD in a linear model
by Nagarajan and Kolter [17]. In the example, most input dimensions are noise with no
signal and this noise accumulates in the learned weights. In our version, we introduce a
learning rate schedule, and so earlier data points have a larger influence on the resulting
weights. Even so, there is enough variability in the posterior that the oracle prior yields a
vacuous bound. By conditioning on early data points, we reduce the variability and obtain
nonvacuous bounds.
The idea of using data-dependent priors to obtain tighter bounds is not new [1, 4, 22,
23]. The idea is also implicit in the luckiness framework [25]. However, the observation
that using data can be essential to obtaining a tight bound, even in full knowledge of the
true distribution, is new, and brings a new dimension to the problem of constructing data-
dependent priors.
In addition to demonstrating the theoretical role of data-dependent priors, we inves-
tigate them empirically, by studying generalization in nonconvex learning by stochastic
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(sub)gradient methods. As data-dependent oracle priors depend on the unknown distribu-
tion, we propose to use held-out data (“ghost sample”) to estimate unknown quantities.
Unlike standard held-out test set bounds, this approach relies implicitly on a type of stabil-
ity demonstrated by SGD. We also propose approximations to data-dependent oracle priors
that use no ghost sample, and find, given enough data, the advantage of the ghost sam-
ple diminishes significantly. We show that both approaches yield state-of-the-art nonvac-
uous bounds on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST for posterior Gaussian distributions whose
means are clamped to the weights learned by SGD. Our MNIST bound (11%) improves
significantly on the best published bound (46%) [28]. Finally, we evaluate minimizing a
PAC-Bayes bound with our data-dependent priors as a learning algorithm. We demonstrate
significant improvements to both classifier accuracy and bound tightness, compared to op-
timizing with generic priors.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let Z be a space of labeled examples, and write M1(Z) for the space of (probability)
distributions on Z. Given a space H of classifiers and a bounded loss function ` :H ×
Z → [0,1], the risk of a hypothesis w ∈H is LD(w) = Ez∼D [`(w,z)]. We also consider
Gibbs classifiers, i.e., elements P in the space M1(H ) of distributions on H , where risk
is defined by LD(P) = Ew∼PLD(w). As D is unknown, learning algorithms often work by
optimizing an objective that depends on i.i.d. training data S ∼ Dn, such as the empirical
risk LS(w) = LDˆn(w) =
1
n ∑
n
i=1 `(w,zi), where Dˆn is the empirical distribution of S. Writing
Q(S) for a data-dependent Gibbs classifier (i.e., a posterior), our primary focus is its risk,
LD(Q(S)), and its relationship to empirical estimates, such as LS(Q(S)).
We now present a bound within the PAC-Bayes framework [16, 26]. Write KL(Q||P)
for the KL divergence between distributions Q,P ∈M1(H ). (See Appendix A for defini-
tions.) This bound follows from [14, Thm. 2], taking β = 1−1/(2λ ). (See also Catoni [2,
Thm. 1.2.6].)
Theorem 2.1 (Linear PAC-Bayes bound). Let β ,δ ∈ (0,1), n ∈ N, D ∈M1(Z), and P ∈
M1(H ). With probability at least 1−δ over S∼Dn, for all Q ∈M1(H ),
(1) LD(Q)≤Ψβ ,δ (Q,P;S) def=
1
β
LS(Q)+
KL(Q||P)+ log 1δ
2β (1−β )|S| .
We call P the prior. Since the bound is valid for all priors independent from S, we can
choose P by optimizing, e.g., the risk bound in expectation, as first proposed by Langford
and Blum [9]:
Theorem 2.2. Let n ∈ N and fix a probability kernel Q : Zn →M1(H ). For all β ,δ ∈
(0,1) and D ∈M1(Z), ES∼DnΨβ ,δ (Q(S),P;S) is minimized by the “oracle” prior P∗ =
ES∼Dn [Q(S)].
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3. DATA-DEPENDENT ORACLE PRIORS
Here we demonstrate that, for linear PAC-Bayes bounds, one may obtain a stronger
bound using a “data-dependent oracle” prior, rather than the usual (data-independent) ora-
cle prior. Further, using a data-dependent oracle prior may mean the difference between a
vacuous and nonvacuous bound.
A typical PAC-Bayes generalization bound for a posterior kernel S 7→ Q(S) is based on
the empirical risk LS(Q(S)) computed from the same data fed to the kernel. Instead, let J
be a (possibly random) subset of [n] of size m < n, independent from S, let SJ denote the
subsequence of data with indices in J, and let S\SJ denote the complementary subsequence.
Consider now the PAC-Bayes bound based on the estimate LS\SJ (Q(S)). In this case, the
prior need only be independent from S \SJ . The σ(SJ)-measurable data-dependent oracle
P∗(SJ) = E[Q(S)|SJ] arises as the solution of the optimization
infP∈Z|J|→M1(H )E[KL(Q(S)||P(SJ))].(2)
Letting hˆ be a random element inH satisfying P[hˆ|S,J] = Q(S) a.s., the value of Eq. (2) is
the conditional mutual information I(hˆ;S|SJ). Define the information rate gain (from using
SJ to choose the prior) and the excess bias (from using S \ SJ to estimate the risk) to be,
respectively,
R(hˆ;S|SJ) = I(hˆ;S)|S| −
I(hˆ;S|SJ)
|S\SJ|(3)
and
B(hˆ;S|SJ) = E[LS\SJ (hˆ)−LS(hˆ)].(4)
Note that, if J is chosen uniformly at random, then B(hˆ;S|SJ) = 0. Using these two quan-
tities, we can characterize whether a data-dependent prior can outperform the oracle prior.
Proposition 3.1. Let β ,δ ∈ (0,1), n ∈ N, and D ∈M1(Z). Fix Q : Zn→M1(H ) and let
J ⊆ [n] be a (possibly random) subset of nonrandom cardinality m < n, independent from
S ∼ Dn. Conditional on S and J, let hˆ have distribution Q(S). Then
EJES∼DnΨβ ,δ (Q(S),P∗(SJ);S\SJ)≤ ES∼DnΨβ ,δ (Q(S),P∗;S)(5)
if and only if
(6) R(hˆ;S|SJ)> 2(1−β )B(hˆ;S|SJ)+
log 1δ
n
(
m
n−m
)
.
(Proof in Appendix B.) To interpret the proposition, consider β = 1/2: if the information
rate gain is larger than the excess bias and a term that accounts for excess variance, then a
data-dependent prior yields a tighter bound. It is reasonable to ask whether such situations
arise. The following demonstration modifies a linear classification problem presented by
Nagarajan and Kolter [17]. Their example was originally constructed to demonstrate poten-
tial roadblocks to studying generalization in SGD using uniform convergence arguments.
Here, we modify the learning algorithm to have a decreasing step size, which causes earlier
data points to have more influence. We exploit this property to achieve much tighter bounds
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FIGURE 1. Lower (orange x’s) and upper (blue dots) bounds
on the expected value of a linear PAC-Bayes bound, truncated
at 1.0. The x-axis represents the fraction, α , of the 100 train-
ing data used by the data-dependent (PAC-Bayes) prior. Each
bound uses the optimal (in expectation) tradeoff β and data-
dependent prior P(SJ), for J = [k]. Without using data (i.e.,
J = /0), the bound is provably vacuous as the lower bound ex-
ceeds one. The upper bound is approximately 0.15 when the
oracle prior is computed conditionally given the first 24 data
points (i.e., J = [24]).
using data-dependent oracle priors. Indeed, we will obtain nonvacuous bounds, while the
optimal data-independent oracle prior yields a vacuous bound.
Example 3.2. Consider the hypothesis classH = Rd , interpreted as linear classifiers
x 7→ sign(〈x,w〉) : Rd →{−1,0,1}, for w ∈ Rd .(7)
Assume that d = K+D, with D K, and decompose each input x ∈ Rd as x = (x1,x2),
where x1 ∈ RK and x2 ∈ RD. (We will decompose the weights similarly.) Labels y take
values in {±1} and so a prediction of 0 (i.e., on the decision boundary) is a mistake.
Consider the following n i.i.d. training data: Let u ∈ Rk be a nonrandom vector and, for
each i = 1, . . . ,n, choose yi uniformly at random in {±1}, let xi,1 = yiu, and let xi,2 be
multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance (σ2/D) ID, where ID is the D×D identity
matrix. Let D denote the common marginal distribution of each training example (yi,xi).
Consider the following one-pass learning algorithm: Let w0 = 0, then, for t = 1, . . . ,n
and ηt = 1/t, putwt =wt−1+ηtytxt . Then define the final weights to be W =wn+(0,ξ ),
where ξ is an independent, zero-mean multivariate Gaussian with covariance κ ID. Note
that wn = (wn,1,wn,2) where wn,1 = (∑ni=1ηi)u and wn,2 = ∑
n
i=1ηiyixi,2.
We will compare bounds based on oracle priors with those based on data-dependent
oracle priors. To that end, let S = {(yi,xi)}ni=1 and define Q by P[W |S] = Q(S) a.s. Let
[n] = {1, . . . ,n}. For a subset J ⊆ [n], let SJ be the corresponding subset of the data S and
let S\SJ be the complement.
Lemma 3.3. There are constants n,D,σ ,κ,δ ,u such that the infimum
inf
J⊆[n]
inf
β∈(0,1)
inf
P∈Z|J|→M1(H )
E
[
Ψβ ,δ (Q(S),P(SJ);S\SJ)
]
,(8)
is achieved by a nonempty set J. In particular, the optimal prior is data dependent.
Lower and upper bounds on the objective (Eq. (8)) for J of the form {1, . . . ,b100αc}, for
α ∈ [0,1], are visualized in Fig. 1. Using a data-dependent prior in this scenario is critical
for obtaining a nonvacuous bound. The derivation of these bounds as well as a sketch of the
proof and a complete rigorous proof, can be found in Appendix C. /
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4. DATA-DEPENDENT PRIORS FOR SGD
As the theoretical results in the previous section demonstrate, data-dependent oracle pri-
ors can lead to dramatically tighter bounds. In this section, we take the first steps towards
understanding whether data-dependent priors can aid us in the study of stochastic gradient
descent (SGD).
In Section 3, we studied a posterior that depended more heavily on some data points
than others. This property was introduced intentionally in order to serve as a toy model
for SGD. Unlike the toy model, however, we know of no representations of the marginal
distribution of the parameters learned by SGD that would allow us to optimize or compute a
PAC-Bayes bound with respect to a data-dependent oracle prior. As a result, we are forced
to make approximations.
Issues of tractability aside, another obstacle to using a data-dependent oracle prior is its
dependence on the unknown data distribution. Ostensibly, this statistical barrier can be sur-
mounted with extra data, although this would not make sense in a standard model-selection
or self-bounded learning setup. In these more traditional learning scenarios, one has a train-
ing data set S and wants to exploit this data set to the maximum extent possible. Using some
of this data to estimate or approximate (functionals of) the unknown distribution means that
this data is not available to the learning algorithm or the PAC-Bayes bound. Indeed, if our
goal is simply to obtain the tightest possible bound on the risk of our classifier, we ought to
use most of this extra data to learn a better classifier, leaving out a small fraction to get a
tight Hoeffding-style estimate of our risk.
However, if our goal is to understand the generalization properties of some posterior
kernel Q (and indirectly an algorithm like SGD), we do not simply want a tight estimate
of risk. Indeed, a held-out test set bound is useless for understanding as it merely certifies
that a learned classifier generalizes. If a classifier generalizes due to favorable properties of
the data distribution, then we must necessarily capture these properties in our bound. These
properties may be natural side products of the learning algorithm (such as weight norms)
or functionals of the unknown distribution that we must estimate (such as data-dependent
oracle priors or functionals thereof). In this case, it makes sense to exploit held out data to
gain insight.
We begin by optimizing a prior over a restricted family. In particular, we consider Gauss-
ian priors when the posterior kernel chooses Gaussian posteriors. Based on empirical find-
ings on SGD in the literature, we propose an approximation to the data-dependent oracle
prior.
4.1. Optimal isotropic Gaussian priors. Let (Ω,F ,ν) be a probability space represent-
ing the distribution of a source of randomness. Our focus here is on kernels Q : Ω×Zn→
M1(H ) where Q(U,S) = N (wS,Σ) is a multivariate normal, centered at the weights
wS ∈ Rp learned by SGD (using randomness U , which we may assume without loss of
generality encodes both the random initialization and the sequence of minibatches) on the
full data set, S. Such posteriors underlie several recent approaches to obtaining PAC-Bayes
bounds for SGD. In these bounds, the covariance matrix Σ is chosen to be diagonal and
the scales are chosen to allow one to derive the bound on a deterministic classifier from the
bound on a randomized classifier Q. For example, Neyshabur et al. [19] derive deterministic
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classifier bounds from a PAC-Bayes bound based on (an estimate of) the Lipschitz constant
of the network.
Fix some nonnegative integer m≤ n and let α =m/n. Let Sα denote the size m subset of S
corresponding to the first m indices processed by SGD. (Note that these indices are encoded
in U .) Writing ESα ,U [·] for the conditional expectation operator given Sα ,U , Theorem 2.2
implies that the tightest (linear PAC-Bayes) bound in expectation is obtained by minimizing
ESα ,U [KL(Q(U,S)||P)] in terms of P, which yields the data-dependent oracle prior P =
ESα ,U [Q(U,S)]. (We are permitted to condition on U because U is independent from S.)
As this prior is assumed to be intractable and the data distribution is unknown, we
consider choosing the prior from the family of multivariate Gaussians. Specifically, con-
sider the problem of finding an isotropic Gaussian prior P =N (wα ,σPI) that minimizes
ESα ,U [KL(Q(U,S)||P)]. (We will revisit this simplification in Section 6.3, where we con-
sider priors and posteriors with non-isotropic diagonal covariance matrices.) For a fixed
variance σP, the problem reduces to
(9) argminwα E
Sα ,U [‖wS−wα‖2].
It follows that the (Gaussian) oracle prior mean is conditional expectation ESα ,U [wS] of
weights learned by SGD. Under this choice, the contribution of the mean component to the
bound is the trace of the conditional covariance of wS given Sα ,U . For the remainder of the
section we will focus on the problem of approximating the oracle prior mean. The optimal
choice of σP depends on the distribution of Σ. One approach, which assumes that we build
separate bounds for different values of σP that we combine via a union bound argument, is
outlined in Appendix D.
4.2. Ghost samples. In the setting above, the optimal Gaussian prior mean is given by the
conditional expectation ESα ,U [wS]. Although the distributionD is presumed to be unknown,
there is a natural statistical estimate for ESα ,U [wS]. Namely, consider a ghost sample, SG,
independent from and equal in distribution to S. Let SGα be the data set obtained by combin-
ing Sα with a 1−α fraction of SG. (We can do so by matching the position of Sα within
S and within SGα .) Note that S
G
α is also equal in distribution to S. We may then take w
G
α to
be the mean of Q(U,SGα ), i.e., the weights produced by SGD on the data set S
G
α using the
randomness U .
By design, SGD acting on SGα and randomness U will process Sα first and then start
processing the data from the ghost sample. Crucially, the initial α fraction of the first
epoch in both runs will be identical. By design, wGα and wS are equal in distribution when
conditioned on Sα and U , and so wGα is an unbiased estimator for ESα ,U [wS].1
4.3. Terminology. We call the run of SGD on data Sα the α-prefix run. The run of SGD on
the full data is called the base run. A prior is constructed from the α-prefix run by centering
a Gaussian at the parameters obtained after T steps of optimization. Prefix stopping time T
is chosen from a discrete set of values to minimize L2 distance to posterior mean.2 Note,
that for α = 0, wα =w0, i.e., the prior is centered at random initialization as it has no access
1We can minimize the variance of the KL term by producing conditionally i.i.d. copies of wGα and averaging,
although each such copy requires an independent n−m-sized ghost sample.
2We account for these data-dependent choices via a union bound, which produces a negligible contribution.
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FIGURE 2. MNIST, FC; scatter plot of base run (x-
axis) versus α-prefix run weights (y-axis). From left,
α ∈ {0,0.1,0.5,0.9}. As α increases, the correlation
increases between the weights learned from all data and
the α-prefix.
to data. This is equivalent to the approach taken by Dziugaite and Roy [3]. When the prior
has access to data SGα , we call an SGD run training on S
G
α an α-prefix+ghost run, obtaining
parameters wGα .
The procedure of running the α-prefix and base runs together for the first α-fraction
of a base run epoch using shared information U (storing the data order) is an example
of a coupling. This coupling is simple and does not attempt to match base and α-prefix
runs beyond the first m/b iterations (where b is the batch size, which we presume divides m
evenly for simplicity). It exploits the fact that the final weights have an outsized dependence
on the first few iterations of SGD. More advanced coupling methods can be constructed.
Such methods might attempt to couple beyond the first α–fraction of the first epoch.
Algorithm 1 Stochastic Grad. Descent
Hyperparameters: Learning rate η
function SGD(w0,S,b, t,E =−∞)
w← w0
for i← 1 to t do
Sample S′ ∈ S, |S′|= b
w← w−η∇LS′(w)
if L0−1S (w)≤ E then break
return w
As argued above, it is reasonable to use held-
out data to probe the implications of a data-
dependent prior as it may give us insight into
the generalization properties of Q. At the same
time, we may be interested in approximations
to the data-dependent oracle that do not use a
ghost sample. Ordinarily, we would expect two
independent runs of SGD, even on the same
dataset, to produce potentially quite different
weights (measured, e.g., by their L2 distance)
[17]. Fig. 2 shows that, when we condition on
an initial prefix of data, we dramatically decrease the variability of the learned weights.
This experiment shows that we can predict fairly well the final weights of SGD on the full
data set using only a fraction of the data set, implying that most of the variability in SGD
comes in the beginning of training. Crucially, the two runs are coupled in the same manner
as the ghost-sample runs: the first α-fraction of first epoch is identical. When only a frac-
tion of the data is available, SGD treats this data as the entire data set, starting its second
epoch immediately.
5. METHODOLOGY FOR EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
Section 3 shows that a data-oracle priors can yield tighter generalization bounds than an
oracle prior. In this section, we describe the experimental methodology we use to evaluate
this phenomenon in neural networks trained by stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
5.1. Pseudocode. Algorithm 2 (right) describes the procedure for obtaining a PAC-Bayes
risk bound on a network trained by SGD.3 Note that the steps outlined in Lines 1–3 do not
3Algorithm 2 (right) uses a fixed learning rate and a vanilla SGD for simplicity, but the algorithm can be
adapted to any variants of SGD with different learning rate schedules.
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Algorithm 2 PAC-Bayes bound computation (right) and optimization (left). Given:Data
S, ghost data SG (if α-prefix+ghost), batch size b. Hyperparameters:stopping criteria E ,
prefix fraction α , prefix stopping time T , prior variance σP.
function BOUND-OPT (α,σP,T,η)
Sα ← {z1, ..,zα|S|} ⊂ S . Select α-prefix
w0α ← SGD(w0,Sα ,b, |Sα |b ) . Coupling
wSα ← SGD(w0α ,S,b,∞,0) . α-prefix
P←N (wSα ,σPIp)
θQ ← (w0α ,σP) . Q trainable params
. Let Q(θQ) =N (w0α ,σPIp)
for i← 1 to T do
Sample minibatch S′ ∈ S\Sα , |S′|= b.
θQ ← θQ−η∇θQΨ†δ (Q(θQ),P;S\Sα)
Bound← Ψ∗δ (Q(θQ),P;S\Sα)
return Bound
function GET-BOUND(E ,α,T,σP)
Sα ← {z1, ..,zα|S|} ⊂ S
w0α ← SGD(w0,Sα ,b, |Sα |b )
. Perform base run
wS ← SGD(w0α ,S,b,∞,E )
. Perform α-prefix+ghost run
wGα ← SGD( w0α ,SGα ,b,T, ·)
P←N (wGα ,σPIp)
Q←N (wS,σPIp)
Bound← Ψ∗δ (Q,P;S\Sα)
return Bound
change with σP and therefore the best σP can be chosen efficiently without rerunning the
optimization. If ghost data is not used, SGα should be replaced with Sα .
To avoid choosing β , we use a variational KL bound, described in Appendix E, which
allows us to optimize β a posteriori for a small penalty. This PAC-Bayes bound on risk, de-
notedΨ∗δ (Q,P;S\Sα), is evaluated with δ = 0.05 confidence level in all of our experiments
during evaluation/optimization.
5.2. Datasets and Architectures. We use three datasets: MNIST, Fashion-MNIST and
CIFAR-10. See Appendix F for more details. The architectures used are described in detail
in Appendix G. For the details of the training procedure, see Appendix H.
5.3. Stopping criteria. We terminate SGD optimization in the base run once the empirical
error (L0−1 in Algorithms 1 and 2) measured on all of S fell below some desired value E ,
which we refer to as the stopping criteria. We evaluate the results for different stopping
criteria.
6. EMPIRICAL STUDY OF SGD-TRAINED NETWORKS
6.1. Evaluating data-dependent priors. A PAC-Bayes risk bound trades off empirical
risk and the contribution coming from the KL term. For isotropic Gaussian priors and
posteriors, the mean component in the KL is proportional to the squared difference in
means normalized by the effective number of training samples not seen by the prior, i.e.,
d(α,Sα) :=
‖wS−wα‖22
(1−α)|S| . This scaled squared L2 distance term determines the tightness of the
bound when the prior variance and the posterior Q and data S are fixed, as the bound grows
with d(α,Sα). In this section we empirically evaluate how d(α,Sα) and d(α,SGα ) vary with
different values of α .
Our goal is to evaluate whether, on standard vision datasets and architectures, a data-
dependent oracle prior can be superior to an oracle prior. Since we do not have access to
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FIGURE 3. Left: MNIST, LeNet-5; center: Fashion-MNIST, LeNet-5; right: MNIST, FC;
x-axis: α used for α-prefix and α-prefix+ghost runs; y-axis: squared L2 distance divided
by (1−α)|S|. For Gaussian priors and posteriors with fixed covariance, smaller distances
yields tighter bounds.
an oracle prior, we approximate it by using a ghost sample SGα with α = 0, as described
in Section 4.2. Data-dependent oracle priors are approximated by using a combination of
training samples and ghost samples.
Our experimental results on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST appear in Fig. 3, where we plot
d(α,Sα) and d(α,SGα ). The results suggest that the value of α minimizing d(α,SGα ) is data-
and architecture-dependent. The optimal prefix size for MNIST, FC minimizing d(α,Sα) is
α > 0.2. For MNIST, LeNet-5 and Fashion-MNIST, LeNet-5, the optimal α is between 0
and 0.1. We found that batch size affects the optimal α , whether on α-prefix or ghost data.
As one might expect, the best α is larger for smaller batch sizes. We hypothesize that this
is due to increased stochasticity of SGD.
Interestingly, at larger values of α we observe that the gap between d(α,Sα) and d(α,SGα )
closes. This happens in all three experimental setups by α = 0.4: we observe that the prior
mean obtained with Sα training data alone is as close to final SGD weights as the prior
mean obtained with SGα .
6.2. Generalization bounds for SGD-trained networks. We apply data-dependent priors
to obtain tighter PAC-Bayes risk bounds for SGD-trained networks. We do not use ghost
data in these experiments, as oracle priors are inaccessible in practice. Thus the prior mean
is obtained by the α-prefix run on prefix data alone. See Algorithm 2 (right) and Section 5
for the details of the experiment.
From the data in Fig. 4, it is apparent that α has a significant impact on the size of the
bound. In all of the three networks tested, the best results are achieved for α > 0.
One of the clearest relationships to emerge from the data is the dependence of the bound
on the stopping criterion: The smaller the error at which the base run was terminated, the
looser the bound. This suggests that the extra optimization introduces variability into the
weights that we are not able to predict well.
6.3. Optimal prior variance. We use oracle bounds to quantify limits on how much tighter
these generalization bounds could be, were we able to optimize a diagonal prior variance.
Our data-dependent priors do not attempt to minimize the variance component of the
KL bound. For a fixed ΣP, the variance component in Eq. (39) (see Appendix D) increases
if posterior variance Σ deviates from ΣP. When the prior is isotropic, our empirical study
shows that the optimized posterior variance is also close to isotropic. However, an isotropic
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FIGURE 4. Columns left to right: MNIST, LeNet-5; Fashion-MNIST, LeNet-5; MNIST,
FC. y-axis: error-rate; x-axis: fraction α of the data used by the α-prefix run of SGD to
predict the weights produced by the base run of SGD, wS, where the prior P is centered;
dashed lines: test error; solid lines: error bound for a Gaussian Gibbs classifier Q, with
mean wS isotropic covariance minimizing a PAC-Bayes risk bound; legend: training error
used as the stopping criterion for the base run of SGD. Top row: Gaussian prior P with
isotropic covariance matrix. The best error bound on MNIST (≈ 11%) is significantly better
than the 46% bound by Zhou et al. [28]. bottom row: Gaussian prior P with diagonal (non-
isotropic) covariance matrix set to optimal. The improvement on the bound is seen only for
low α values. At higher α values, the bounds are similar to the ones obtained with isotropic
prior variance.
structure may not describe the local minima found by SGD well. We are thus also interested
in a hypothetical experiment, where we allow the prior variance to be optimal for any given
diagonal Gaussian Q. While this produces an invalid bound, it reveals the contribution to
the risk bound due to the prior variance. Optimizing Eq. (39) w.r.t. diagonal ΣP yields a
prior PΣα with optimal variance, and KL(Q||PΣα ) expression reduces to
(10) 12 ∑
p
i=1 log(1+(w
i−wiα)/σ2i ),
where σ2i is the i th entry of the diagonal of Σ.
Computing the bounds with PΣα as a prior, requires some minor modifications to Algo-
rithm 2 (right). As in Algorithm 2 (right), the posterior is set to Q = N (wS,Σ), with a
diagonal covariance matrix Σ that is initialized to σ2PIp. The prior P is centered at w0α , and
the variance is automatically determined by the posterior variance. The KL then takes the
form stated in Eq. (10). The α-prefix run in Algorithm 2 (right) is followed by another SGD
run minimizing Ψ∗δ (Q(θQ),P;S\Sα) with respect to a diagonal covariance Σ.
We present the results in Fig. 4, second row. At α = 0, the optimal prior variance de-
creases the bound substantially. However, at larger values of α , the effect diminishes. In
particular, at the values of α that produce the lowest risk bound with a fixed isotropic
prior variance, optimal prior variance makes little to no improvement. Interestingly, the
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FIGURE 5. Y-axis: error-rate; x-axis: fraction α of
the data used to learn the prior mean; dashed lines:
test error; solid lines: bound on the error of a Gauss-
ian Gibbs classifier whose mean and diagonal covari-
ance are learned by optimizing the bound surrogate;
legend: dataset and network architecture. For each
scenario, under the optimal α , the bound is tight and
test error is within a few percent of standard SGD-
trained networks.
optimized posterior variance remains close to isotropic. Overall, the results suggest that a
diagonal prior offers little advantage over an isotropic prior.
7. DIRECT RISK BOUND MINIMIZATION.
One of the dominant approaches to training Gaussian neural networks is to minimize the
evidence lower bound (ELBO), which essentially takes the same form as Eq. (1), but with
a different relative weight on the KL term. Here, we optimize a PAC-Bayes bound using
our data-dependent prior methodology which can be related to empirical Bayes approaches.
The details of the algorithm are outlined in Algorithm 2, left, whereΨ†δ (Q,P;S\Sα) denotes
a PAC-Bayes bound computed with differentiable surrogate loss. We perform experiments
on 3 different datasets and architectures (see Appendix I for further details).
Fig. 5 presents the error of the posterior Q (dashed line) optimized using Algorithm 2
with different values of α . It is apparent from the figure that for all the networks and
datasets tested, the error of Q drops dramatically as α increases, all the way up to around
α = 0.9. Note that Q with the optimal α achieves very high performance even compared to
state-of-the-art networks and at the same time comes with a valid guarantee on error. For
example, ResNet20 (without data augmentation and weight decay) trained on CIFAR10
achieved error of around 0.16, and the best-performing Q in Fig. 5 gets an average error of
≈ 0.2 with a bound ≈ 0.23 that holds with 0.95 probability.
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A. KL DIVERGENCE
This material is adapted from [3].
Let Q,P∈M1(H ) be probability measures defined on a common measurable spaceH .
When Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P, written Q P, we write dQdP :H →
R+∪{∞} for some Radon–Nikodym derivative (aka, density) of Q with respect to P. The
Kullback–Liebler (KL) divergence from Q to P is KL(Q||P) = ∫ ln dQdP dQ if Q P and ∞
otherwise.
Assume Q and P admit densities q and p, respectively, w.r.t. some sigma-finite measure
ν ∈M (H ). In this case, the definition of the KL divergence satisfies
KL(Q||P) =
∫
log
q(x)
p(x)
q(x)ν(dx).
B. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1
The proof follows essentially from definitions. Note that we do not require J to have
any particular distribution and so, e.g., J could be uniformly distributed among subsets of
cardinality αn or could be a.s. nonrandom and equal to [m]. Note that the statement that
P[hˆ|S,J] = Q(S) a.s. implies that P[hˆ|S] = Q(S) a.s. and that hˆ is independent of J, both
marginally and conditionally on S. Informally, any randomness in J plays no role in the
determination of hˆ. Let J¯ = [n]\ J.
Consider the linear PAC-Bayes bound based on LS(Q(S)). It is optimized, in expectation,
by choosing an oracle prior:
inf
P∈M1(H )
ES∼DnΨβ ,δ (Q(S),P;S) = E[β−1LS(Q(S))]+ inf
P∈M1(H )
E[KL(Q(S)||P)]+ log 1δ
2β (1−β )n
(11)
= E[β−1LS(Q(S))]+
E[KL(Q(S)||E[Q(S)])]+ log 1δ
2β (1−β )n(12)
= E[β−1LS(Q(S))]+
I(hˆ;S)+ log 1δ
2β (1−β )n ,(13)
In contrast, the linear PAC-Bayes bound based on LSJ¯ (Q(S)) is optimized, in expectation,
by choosing a data-dependent oracle prior:
inf
P∈Zm→M1(H )
EJES∼DnΨβ ,δ (Q(S),P(SJ);S\SJ)(14)
= E[β−1LSJ¯ (Q(S))]+ inf
P∈Zm→M1(H )
E[KL(Q(S)||P(SJ))]+ log 1δ
2β (1−β )(1−α)n(15)
= E[β−1LSJ¯ (Q(S))]+
E[KL(Q(S)||E[Q(S)|SJ])]+ log 1δ
2β (1−β )(1−α)n(16)
= E[β−1LSJ¯ (Q(S))]+
I(hˆ;S|SJ)+ log 1δ
2β (1−β )(1−α)n ,(17)
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It follows that the data-dependent risk bound is tighter, in expectation, when
(1−β )E[LS(Q(S))]+
I(hˆ;S)+ log 1δ
2n
> (1−β )E[LSJ¯ (Q(S))]+
I(hˆ;S|SJ)+ log 1δ
2(1−α)n .(18)
Equivalently,
I(hˆ;S)+ log 1δ
2n
− I(hˆ;S|SJ)+ log
1
δ
2(1−α)n > (1−β )E[LSJ¯ (Q(S))−LS(Q(S))].(19)
Rewriting the left-hand side,
I(hˆ;S)+ log 1δ
2n
− I(hˆ;S|SJ)+ log
1
δ
2(1−α)n =
1
2
(
I(hˆ;S)
n
− I(hˆ;S|SJ)
(1−α)n
)
− log
1
δ
2n
(
α
1−α
)
.(20)
Therefore, we prefer a data-dependent prior based on J when(
I(hˆ;S)
n
− I(hˆ;S|SJ)
(1−α)n
)
> 2(1−β )E[LSJ¯ (Q(S))−LS(Q(S))]+
log 1δ
n
(
α
1−α
)
.(21)
The result follows by the definition of the information rate gain and excess bias.
C. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3
We begin with a proof sketch.
Proof sketch. With J and β fixed, the minimization over P(SJ)meets the hypotheses of The-
orem 2.2 and so we may simplify the objective by taking P(SJ) = E[Q(S)|SJ] = P[W |SJ].
The KL term then becomes a conditional mutual information I(W ;S \ SJ|SJ). Due to lin-
earity of expectation, we may then optimize β explicitly, leaving only a minimization over
subsets J,
inf
J⊆[n]
(
Φ(J) := R(J)+C(J)+
√
2R(J)C(J)+C2(J)
)
where R(J) = E[LS\SJ (Q)] and C(J) = (I(W ;S\SJ|SJ)+ log 1δ )/|S\SJ|.
One can show that I(W ;S \ SJ|SJ) = D2 lnφJ¯/κ , where φJ¯ is the variance contribution
from S \ SJ and ξ . Using sub-Gaussian and sub-exponential tail bounds, one can establish
that R(J)≤ R= exp{−D/16}+exp{−τ2/(4φ[n]σ2)}, where φ[n] is due to variance in S, ξ ,
and τ = (∑ni=1ηi)‖u‖2.
Choosing n = 100, D = 1000, σ = 8, κ = 4, τ = 64, and δ = 0.05, we obtain Φ( /0) ≥
2C( /0) ≈ 1.1, while minJΦ(J) / 0.15. Our upper bound is achieved by J = [24], i.e., by
using the initial 24 data points to obtain a data-dependent (oracle) prior. 
C.1. Complete proof and bounds on the objective. We now provide a complete rigorous
proof. For subsets J (of [n]), let J¯ = [n] \ J; let η pJ = ∑i∈J η pi for p ∈ {1,2}; let φJ =
η2Jσ2/D+κ; and let φ−i = φ[n]\{i}.
By Theorem 2.2 and linearity of expectation, for every subset J and β ∈ (0,1), Theo-
rem 2.2 implies that the optimal prior is PJ(SJ) = P[W |SJ], and so we can simplify Eq. (8)
by choosing this prior. In particular, now E[KL(Q||PJ(SJ))] = I(W ;SJ¯|SJ).
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Define R(J) = E[LSJ¯ (Q)] and C(J) = (I(W ;SJ¯|SJ)+ log 1δ )/|SJ¯|. By linearity of expec-
tation, we can remove the infimum over β ∈ (0,1) by explicit minimization. As a result,
we see that Eq. (8) is equivalent to
inf
J⊆[n]
R(J)+C(J)+
√
2R(J)C(J)+C2(J)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ(J)
.(22)
Pick some J ⊆ [n]. Then the optimal prior conditioned on SJ is
PJ(SJ) = E[Q(S)|SJ] = δη1
[n]u
⊗NJ,(23)
where NJ =N (∑i∈J ηiyixi,2,φJ¯ ID). Let ψ(r) = r−1− lnr for r > 0. Then
KL(Q(S)||PJ(SJ)) = Dψ(κ/φJ¯)/2+
1
2φJ¯
D
∑
j=1
(
∑
i 6∈J
ηiyixi,2, j
)2
.(24)
Taking expectations,
I(W ;SJ¯|SJ) = E[KL(Q(S)||PJ(SJ))] =
D
2
(
ψ(κ/φJ¯)+
σ2η2J¯ /D
φJ¯
)
(25)
=
D
2
(
ψ(κ/φJ¯)+(1−κ/φJ¯)
)
(26)
=
D
2
lnφJ¯/κ.(27)
It remains to control the empirical risk term. To that end, pick i∈ [n] and let τ = η1[n]‖u‖2.
Then
E`(W,zi) = P[yi〈W,xi〉 ≤ 0] = P[τ+ yi〈wn,2,xi,2〉+ yi〈ξ ,xi,2〉 ≤ 0],(28)
where
yi〈wn,2,xi,2〉= ηi‖xi,2‖2+∑
j 6=i
η jyiy j〈x j,2,xi,2〉.(29)
Rearranging and exploiting the chain rule of conditional expectation and symmetry of the
normal distribution,
E`(W,zi) = EPxi,2 [∑
j 6=i
〈η jx j,2,xi,2〉+ 〈ξ ,xi,2〉 ≥ τ+ηi‖xi,2‖2],
where the conditional probability is a tail bound on a univariate Gaussian with mean zero
and variance ‖xi,2‖2φ−i.
Applying the standard (sub-)Gaussian tail bound,
E`(W,zi)≤ Eexp
{
−1
2
(τ+ηi‖xi,2‖2)2
‖xi,2‖2φ−i
}
≤ Eexp
{
− τ
2
2‖xi,2‖2φ−i
}
,(30)
where the last inequality is crude, but suffices for our application. Note that D‖xi,2‖2/σ2 is
a chi-squared random variable with D degrees of freedom, hence sub-exponential. Indeed,
with probability at least 1− c,
D‖xi,2‖2/σ2 ≤ D+2
√
D log(1/c)+2log(1/c).(31)
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Rearranging,
‖xi,2‖2 ≤ σ
2
D
(D+2
√
D log(1/c)+2log(1/c))(32)
≤ σ2(1+4
√
log(1/c)/D) =: B(c),(33)
where the second inequality holds assuming c≥ exp{−D}, which we will ensure from this
point on. So
E`(W,zi)≤ inf
c≥e−D
{
1
c
+
(
1− 1
c
)
exp{−τ2/(2φ−iB(c))}.
}
.(34)
Taking c = exp{−D/16}, we have B(c) = 2σ2. Then, using φ−i ≤ φ[n],
E`(W,zi)≤ exp{−D/16}+ exp{−τ2/(4φ[n]σ2)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
.(35)
We may now obtain a bound
R(J) = ELSJ¯ (Q(S)) =
1
n−|J|∑i 6∈J
E`(W,zi)≤max
i6∈J
E`(W,zi) = R.(36)
Thus
Φ(J)≤ R+C(J)+
√
2RC(J)+C(J)2(37)
At the same time, we have Φ(J)≥ 2C(J) for all J ⊆ [n]. (Note that these two bounds are
used to produce Fig. 1.)
In particular, noting log1/δ > 0,
Φ( /0)≥ D
m
ln
σ2η2[n]/D+κ
κ
.(38)
The result can be seen to follow from these bounds by evaluation using the particular values.
In particular, one can see that taking J to be a nonempty initial segment of [n], we have
Φ(J)< 2C( /0)≤Φ( /0).
D. ANALYTIC FORM OF THE KL FOR AN APPROXIMATE DATA-DEPENDENT ORACLE
BOUND
In this section, we explore one possible analytic bound for a KL term for a PAC-Bayes
bound, based on the setup in Section 4. We assume tr(Σ) and det(Σ) are nonrandom. In an
application, one would have to cover a set of possible values to handle the random case.
The KL divergence between Gaussians Q(U,S) =N ((,wS),Σ) and P =N ((,wα),Σα)
takes the form
2KL(Q(U,S)||P) = ‖wS−wα‖2Σ−1α︸ ︷︷ ︸
mean component
+ tr(Σ−1α (Σ))− p+ ln
detΣα
detΣ
.︸ ︷︷ ︸
variance component
(39)
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Specializing to an isotropic prior, i.e., Σα = σPI, we obtain
2KL(Q(U,S)||P) = 1
σP
‖wS−wα‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
mean component
+
1
σP
tr(Σ)− p+ p lnσP− lndetΣ.︸ ︷︷ ︸
variance component
(40)
Note that
tr(covSα ,U(wS)) = inf
wα
ESα ,U [‖wS−wα‖2].(41)
Consider
σP =
1
p
(
tr(covSα ,U(wS))+ tr(Σ)
)
.(42)
Substituting above, for some random variable Z such that ESα ,U [Z] = 1,
2KL(Q(U,S)||P) = Zp− p+ p ln
{ 1
p tr(cov
Sα ,U(wS))+ 1p tr(Σ)
(detΣ)1/p
}
(43)
≤ Zp− p+ p
1
p tr(cov
Sα ,U(wS))+ 1p tr(Σ)− (detΣ)1/p
(detΣ)1/p
.(44)
Taking expectations, conditional on Sα ,U ,
2ESα ,U [KL(Q(U,S)||P)]≤ tr(cov
Sα ,U(wS))
(detΣ)1/p
+ p
1
p tr(Σ)− (detΣ)1/p
(detΣ)1/p
.(45)
Further, if we assume Σ= σ I, then
ESα ,U [KL(Q(U,S)||P)]≤ 1
2σ
tr(covSα ,U(wS)).(46)
E. VARIATIONAL KL BOUND
The linear PAC-Bayes bound requires one to specify a value of β . For a particular
posterior kernel Q, the optimal value of β depends on the likely value of the empirical risk
term. However, the value of β must be chosen independently of the data used to evaluate
the bound.
In the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Appendix C, the linear PAC-Bayes bound is optimized, in
expectation. Since the expected value of the bound is independent of the data, and since
the constant β can be pulled outside the expectations, we can choose the value of beta that
minimizes the bound in expectation. The result is Eq. (22), with C(J) defined in terms of
an expected KL, as the mutual information appears only when the prior is chosen to be the
oracle prior.
In this section, we describe how the bound due to Maurer [13] can be approximated to
reveal a high-probability tail bound with the same form as if we optimized β . The cost is a
O(log
√
m/m) term.
Let Bp denote the Bernoulli distribution on {0,1} with mean p. For p,q ∈ [0,1], we
abuse notation and define
kl(q||p) def= KL(Bq||Bp) = q ln qp +(1−q) ln
1−q
1− p .
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The following PAC-Bayes bound for bounded loss is due to Maurer [13]. The same result
for 0–1 loss was first established by Langford and Seeger [10], building off the seminal work
of McAllester [15]. See also [8] and [2].
Theorem E.1 (PAC-Bayes; [13, Thm. 5]). Under bounded loss ` ∈ [0,1], for every δ > 0,
m ∈ N, distribution D on Z, and distribution P onH ,
(47) P
S∼Dm
(
(∀Q) kl(LS(Q)||LD(Q))≤
KL(Q||P)+ ln 2
√
m
δ
m
)
≥ 1−δ .
One can recover the bound by McAllester [15] via Pinsker’s inequality, resulting in a
(looser) bound on |LS(Q)− LD(Q)|. Maurer’s bound behaves like the bound in Theo-
rem 2.1, except that it holds for all β simultaneously, at the cost of a 1m log
√
m term.
E.1. Inverting the KL bound. Here we derive a novel PAC-Bayes bound that is an upper
bound on the inverted KL bound (Theorem E.1) and that is used during optimization in our
empirical work. The bound is the piecewise combination of two bounds. In independent
work, Rivasplata, Tankasali, and Szepesvari [24] derive the first of the two parts, which they
call a “quad bound”. The second part is a consequence of Pinsker’s inequality.
Theorem E.2 (Variational KL bound). With probability at least 1−δ over S,
LD(Q)≤min
{
LS(Q)+B+
√
B(B+2LS(Q)),
LS(Q)+
√
B
2 ,
(48)
where
B =
KL(Q||P)+ log 2
√
m
δ
|S| .(49)
The variational KL bound takes the minimum value of the moment bound (top) and the
Pinsker bound (bottom).
Proof. Let kl(LS(Q)||LD(Q)) be KL between two Bernoulli random variables with suc-
cess probabilities LS(Q) and LD(Q), respectively. Then by Theorem E.1, with probability
greater than 1−δ ,
kl(LS(Q)||LD(Q))≤
KL(Q||P)+ log 2
√
|S|
δ
|S| .(50)
Let B denote the right hand side of the inequality. By Donsker–Varadhan we get
kl(LS(Q)||LD(Q))≥ λLS(Q)− log E
x∼Ber(LD (Q))
[eλx](51)
for any λ . The final term is the moment generating function of a Bernoulli random variable
and so
kl(LS(Q)||LD(Q))≥ λLS(Q)− log(1−LS(Q)+LS(Q)eλ ).(52)
We can use this lower bound on kl(LS(Q)||LD(Q)) in Eq. (50). After rearranging, we obtain
−LD(Q)(1− eλ )≥ eλLS(Q)−B−1.(53)
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FIGURE 6. The two components of Variational KL bound visualized for LS(Q) = 0.1 (left)
and LS(Q) = 0.01 (right). Blue solid line: moment bound; Green dashed line: Pinsker
bound. The inverted KL bound on the risk is the minimum of the two lines.
Take λ ≤ 0. Then
LD(Q)≤ 1− e
λLS(Q)−B
1− eλ .(54)
Using the inequality 1− e−x ≤−x in the numerator of Eq. (54), we finally arrive at
LD(Q)≤ LS(Q)+B+
√
B(B+2LS(Q)).(55)
Also, note that by Pinsker’s inequality,
kl(LS(Q)||LD(Q))≥ 2(LS(Q)−LD(Q))2,(56)
and so
LD(Q)≤ LS(Q)+
√
B
2
.(57)
Both Eq. (57) and Eq. (55) are upper bounds on risk obtained from the inverted kl bound.
Taking the minimum of the two bounds gives us the final result. 
The inverted KL bound is visualized in Fig. 6. We see that depending on the empirical
risk and KL, either the moment or the Pinsker bound is tighter. The inverted KL bound is
the minimum of the two and so is tight in both regimes. By taking the minimum of two
bounds, we obtain a bound this is tighter over a wider range of values for the empirical risk
and KL terms.
F. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: DATASETS
We use three datasets in our experiments: 1) The MNIST dataset [11], which con-
sists of 28× 28 grayscale images of handwritten decimal digits. 2) The Fashion-MNIST
dataset [27], which consists of 28×28 grayscale images each associated with one of 10 cat-
egories (clothing and accessories). 3) The CIFAR-10 dataset [7], which consists of 32×32
RGB images each associated with one of ten categories (airplane, automobile, bird, etc.).
For all datasets we use the standard training and test splits. This results in 60,000 train-
ing data for MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, 50,000 training data for CIFAR-10, and 10,000
test data for all three datasets. For CIFAR-10 we standardize all images according to the
training split’s statistics.
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G. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: ARCHITECTURES
We use fully connected feed-forward multilayer perceptrons with ReLU activations for
MNIST. We study networks with architecture 784–600–600–10 (featuring two hidden lay-
ers) in order to compare to Rivasplata, Tankasali, and Szepesvari [24]. Such a network has
837,610 parameters.
We also borrow the modified LeNet-5 architecture used by Zhou et al. [28] in order to
compare our bounds on SGD-trained classifiers. The network has 431,080 parameters. We
use this architecture for MNIST and Fashion-MNIST.
We use the ResNet-20 architecture [6] for CIFAR-10. It has 269,722 parameters. For
consistency with the other experiments, we use neither data augmentation nor weight decay.
H. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: TRAINING DETAILS
The bounds are evaluated on the 0–1 loss, which is not differentiable. To enable gradient-
based optimization, we replace this with the cross entropy loss divided by the log number
of classes, which gives a tight upper bound on the 0–1 loss.
We use SGD with momentum as the optimizer. We use one learning rate for the α-prefix
and base runs and another, lower learning rate for the bound optimization. For experiments
on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, the momentum is 0.95 and the batch size is 256. For
MNIST, the learning rate for the α-prefix and base runs is 0.003 and the learning rate for
bound optimization is 0.0003; for Fashion-MNIST, they are respectively 0.01 and 0.003.
We sweep over the prior variance σP ∈ {3×10−8 ,1×10−7 ,3×10−7 , . . . ,1×10−2 }. Via
a union bound argument, our hyperparameter sweeps contribute a negligible amount to the
bounds.
For the best hyperparameter setting, Algorithm 2 (right) was repeated 50 times with
different data-orders and w0. In all figures any shaded area corresponds to 2 standard devi-
ations around the mean as computed from the 50 runs.
I. MORE DETAILS ON DIRECT RISK BOUND MINIMIZATION
We evaluated the performance of a learning algorithm baed on optimizing a PAC-Bayes
bound based on a data-dependent prior. Our proposed algorithm gets nearly state-of-the-art
performance and produces a valid and tight PAC-Bayes bound on risk.
Let Q =N (w,Σα) and P =N (wα ,Σα). The algorithm starts with the coupling and α-
prefix runs as before. Then the base run is replaced with SGD minimizing the PAC-Bayes
bounds Ψ†δ (Q(θQ),P;S \ Sα) with respect to the posterior mean w. Here Ψ†δ (Q(θQ),P;S \
Sα) is the same bound as Ψ∗δ (Q(θQ),P;S \ Sα) but with risk evaluate on a differentiable
surrogate loss. The procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2 (left).
Similarly as before, for each α we choose the learning rate and prior variance that yield
the tightest bounds. For a fixed set of hyperparameters, we repeat the optimization 50 times.
The results on 4 different networks and 3 different datasets appear in Fig. 5. The risk
bounds and test errors drop dramatically with α up to α ≈ 0.9 for all the networks tested.
For MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, the momentum and batch size is the same as above. For
CIFAR-10, the momentum is 0.9 and the batch size is 128. For MNIST and Fashion-
MNIST, the α-prefix run learning rate is 0.01; for CIFAR-10 it is 0.03. For all datasets, we
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FIGURE 7. Top row: MNIST, LeNet-5; bottom row: MNIST, FC; y-axis: error-rate; x-
axis: fraction α of the data used by the α-prefix run of SGD to predict the weights produced
by the base run of SGD; left column: test error and PAC-Bayes error bounds with isotropic
prior covariance using half of MNIST data; right column: data and oracle prior bounds,
where the prior is an isotropic Gaussian. The oracle prior is approximated by using ghost
samples. When using ghost samples, some improvement on the bounds is seen for small
values of α (below 0.2). For large values of α (at around 0.9) and some stopping times, the
bound with a data and oracle dependent prior is worse than with a data-dependent prior.
sweep the direct bound optimization learning rate over {1×10−6 ,3×10−6 ,1×10−5 , . . . ,
3×10−3 } and the prior variance over {1×10−9 ,3×10−9 ,1×10−8 , . . . ,3×10−3 }.
I.1. Comparison to PAC-Bayes by Backprop. When α = 0, the setting of our direct
bound optimization experiments aligns closely to that considered by Rivasplata, Tankasali,
and Szepesvari [24]: evaluating a PAC-Bayes bound-based learning algorithm using a prior
centered at random initialization. This work reports a test error of 0.014 and a risk bound of
0.023 on MNIST with a 784–600–600–10 fully-connected network architecture, a Gaussian
prior, and a PAC-Bayes bound expression similar to ours. Despite correspondence with the
authors, we were unable to reproduce these results. For direct comparison, our α = 0
baseline results with the same network architecture are a mean test error of 0.116 and a
mean risk bound of 0.303 over 10 random seeds. Using a data-dependent prior learnt with
proportion α = 0.7 of the training data, this improves to a mean test error of 0.022 and a
mean risk bound of 0.031 over 10 random seeds.
